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THE MATTER OF THE HEART! (PT. II)

A HEART AFTER GOD’S!

We learned the heart is the only thing God 

will accept as the basis of  relationship with 

Him.

Our will is located in the heart and is our 

place of  truth before God.  For our will 

indicates what we value most.
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Prov. 27:19… “As in water face reflects 

face, so the heart of  man reflects the man.”

Someone has said, “A person’s wants 

describe the most important thing about 

them.”

Ultimately, the importance of  the heart is 

we are spiritual beings, with the capacity of  

free will, and designed by God to live in 

interactive dependence upon Him, under 

His beneficial rule of  goodness.
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Anything less, will not do.  We are only 

well-suited for such an environment.  To 

live alone from Him, means we will 

languish in life, without purpose and 

identity.

Thoreau describes such… “Our lives of  

quiet desperation are imposed by 

hopelessness.”

We were created to be “crowned with glory 

and honor!” (Ps. 8:5)

But, never created to rule…alone.  This is 

how Jesus sees our world, then is loosed on 

our world with a message of  Good News, 

beginning with nine heart conditions, 

commonly known as the Beatitudes.
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What is Jesus aiming for in His message?  

He is throughout the Sermon on the Hill 

enunciating the condition of  the human 

heart relative to the righteousness of  God.  

He underscores what life is like with God 

in His kingdom now, and what it is like, 

alone from Him.

Just before Jesus navigates nine desperate 

heart conditions, He announces an 

important truth… “Unless your righteousness 

surpasses that of  the scribes and Pharisees, you 

will never enter the kingdom of  heaven (Matt. 

5:20).”
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If  we are going to be compatible with the 

Trinitarian Godhead, and be trusted with 

rulership, we will need to be trained for 

such responsibility, by becoming the person 

God wants us to be.  And what kind of  

person is that?

It is found in an eternal truth… “Far be it 

from Me, for those who honor Me I will honor, and 

those who despise Me shall be lightly esteemed (1 

Sam. 2:30).”

This is the person who is interested in 

doing what is good for God!
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These “heart conditions” are the result of  a 

fragmented human condition.

1. Anger (Matt. 5:22) 2. Adultery (5:28)

3. Abandonment (Divorce) (5:32)

4. Authenticity (5:33) 5. Assault (5:44)

6. Approval (6:1) 7. Avarice (greed) (6:19 )

8. Anxiety (6:25) 9. Arrogance (Judgment 

that disqualifies) (7:1)

Takeaway: This is how the call to 

spiritually comes to us, with the heart, in 

which we are to be spiritual in every aspect 

of  our lives, so we can become and do all 

that God wants done in this physical world 

He has assigned us, for now!
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How do we learn to lead with our right—

by being spiritual in every aspect of  our 

lives?

I. We must capture a Vision of  the 

Kingdom of  God—Spiritual 

Understanding.

A vision, in this sense, is “spiritual 

understanding.”  It is revelation.  This is 

described in 1 Cor. 2:14… “The natural 

person does not accept the things of  the Spirit of  

God, for they are folly to him, and he is not able to 

understand them because they are spiritually 

discerned.”
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A great illustration of  spiritual 

understanding is found in the message of  

the Cross… “Or do you show contempt for the 

riches of  His goodness, tolerance and patience, 

not realizing that God’s goodness leads you to 

repentance (Rom. 2:4)?”

Righteousness defined: Dikaiosyne (Greek 

Noun) A paraphrase: What that is about a 

person that makes him or her really right or 

good… “true inner goodness.”

The outcome of  such rightness or 

goodness: “Made us alive together in 

Christ…(Eph. 2:4-5)
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II. Transforming the Mind

1. Rom. 8:5-6… “For those who live 

according to the flesh set their minds on 

the flesh, but those who live according to 

the spirit set their minds on the things of  

the spirit.  For to set the mind on the flesh 

is death, but to set the mind on the spirit is 

life and peace.”

III. Spiritual Brokenness: Two Types and 

purpose.

1. There is brokenness of  the flesh which 

has to do with sin, and, as we know, sin is 

always about the natural tendency of  the 

human condition known as self-centeredness

(Rom. 7:14-15, 18-19) .
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2. The purpose is to bring us to the end 

of  ourselves, while acknowledging our need 

for full dependency upon God, so He can 

do in us, what we cannot do for ourselves.

This process ignites the refining fires of  

heart transformation.

3. Spiritual brokenness has to do with 

suffering with Christ… “And fellow heirs with 

Christ, provided we suffer with him in order that 

we may also be glorified with him (Rom. 8:16-

17).”

a) Provokes two questions: Does Jesus 

suffer today?  And, if  He does, how does 

He suffer?
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4. How does Jesus suffer today?

a) The Greek word for “suffer” is a 

present tense verb.

b) Jesus suffers when people resist or 

reject, due to a lack of  faith, or do not 

know how to be released into the freedom 
He has purchased and provided for them!

5. What is the purpose of  such suffering or 

brokenness?

a) Phil. 3:10; b) 1 Pet. 4:1-2; 

c) Rom. 8:26-27; d) 2 Cor. 12:9-10
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IV. Conclusion: Only a good heart will 

produce good works.  And such is the 

righteousness of  God that surpasses the 

righteousness of  the scribes and Pharisees.

1. John 12:24-26

2. “Far be it from Me, for those who 

honor Me, I will honor, and those who 

despise Me, I will lightly esteem.” 


